


Features of UltraTech Concrete
UlttaTech Concrete is produced at siate-of-the-art concieie plants that use the latest in technology

0   The  batching  and  mixing   for   UltraTech  Concrete  is  done  using   fully-computerized load-

cell-based batching systems

o    These plants also have a well-equipped laboratory for raw materials and end

product testing

All you need to do is call UltraTech and the concreie will be delivered at your

doorstep whenever you need it. Thai too in a fleet of transit mixers equipped

with wireless telecommunication systems

No matter what grade of concrete you need (from MS to M75), it's available at

UltraTech. Our technical team also recommends the design mix of concrete that

best suits your construction requirements

1    We also make specialty concrete like Flyash/Slag Concrete, Fibre-reinforced

Concrete, Self-compacting Concrete, Foam Concrete, Coloured Concrete, High

Volume Flyash Concrete,Temperature Controlled Concreie. on demand

Placing of concrete at the site is done using advanced high-power concrete

pumps and mobile placing booms

Traditionally in India, concrete is produced ai the site 

in small  mixers by volumetric batching of aggregate, 

cement and manual addition of water through cans. The 

aggregate  proportioning  is  done  through  volumetric 

ratios arbitrarily chosen without considering combined 

aggregate grading. These practices lead to poor quality 

concrete in terms of permeability and diffusivity. There 
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is also a batch to batch huge variation in properties.

The 'Ready-Mix' Difference
Consistency in quality Properly graded aggregates are mixed in accurate 

ratios  which help maintain a  consistent  quality  in  every batch produced 

Better Durability Due to high level of quality control.lhere is an increase in 

the service life of structure and reduction in life cycle costs. It can have a 

major impact on national economy and can facilitate optimized utilization 

of resources like limestone, energy and industrial by-products

Cost savings  With practically no wastage of raw materials, it helps lower 

administrative and manpower costs.

Time-saving  Rate  of  concrete  pouring  can  be  12-15  times  faster  as 

compared to site-mix concrete

Minimisation of environmental pollution Usually transportation of aggre-

gates for site-mix concrete is done in open trucks,  which causes a lot  of air 

pollution, whereas for ready-mix it is carried in closed transit mixers.UltraTech 

Concrete  also  helps  conserve  energy  and  resources  by  using  flyash.  and 

facilitates its optimum use



In view of the above advantages, the rest of the world has adopted ready mix 

concrete as the way forward in construction.There is a need in your city as well, 

to consciously promote this  technology so as to benefit  the development of 

public and private infrastructure in a sustainable manner. In order to achieve 

speedy, sustainable and economical construction, we as a country should loot- 

forward  to  reviewing  our  strategies  and  learn  from  available  experiences 

abroad to promote ready-mix concrete and allied industries like bulk cement, 

etc.


